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For the field of clinical proteomics to successfully identify new prognostics or diagnostics of disease or response to therapies 
requires not only requires high quality data with respect to the instrument, but also high quality statistical analysis of the 

data. However, one of the major challenges to the discovery of robust cancer biomarker candidates from global shotgun mass 
spectrometry (MS)-based proteomic experiments is processing these large and complex datasets in a manner that accounts 
for the underlying statistical hypothesis of interest. P-Mart is a new interactive web-based software environment that enables 
biomedical and biological scientists to perform in-depth analyses of global proteomics data without requiring knowledge of 
processing raw mass spectra or complex matrices of peptide abundances. P- Mart offers a series of statistical modules associated 
with quality assessment, peptide and protein statistics, protein quantification and exploratory data analyses. Currently, P-Mart 
offers access to multiple cancer proteomic datasets generated through the clinical proteomics tumor analysis consortium 
(CPTAC) at the peptide, gene and protein levels. Analyses are performed in P-Mart via customized workflows and interactive 
visualizations. P-Mart is funded through the National Cancer Institute’s Informatics Technology for Cancer Research (ITCR) 
program under grant U01-CA184738-01.
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